The high energy limit of QCD, described by the Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) approach [1, 2, 3, 4] , has been the subject of many studies since four decades. One of the most promising processes to study these dynamics at hadron colliders was proposed by Mueller and Navelet [5] . Consider two jets separated by a large rapidity interval, i.e. each of them almost fly in the direction of the hadron "close" to it, and with similar transverse momenta. Besides the cross-section, much information on the QCD high-energy resummation effects can be obtained when studying the azimuthal correlations of the two jets [6, 7] . In a pure leading order (LO) collinear treatment, the two jets should be emitted back to back since there is no phase space for (untagged) emission between them. This simple picture is of course corrected by the inclusion of radiative corrections. On the other hand, in the high-energy limit, the multiple emission of semi-hard gluons between these two jets is expected to modify dramatically this picture, leading to enhanced cross-sections and strong decorrelation effects. However, it is known that passing from a leading logarithmic (LL) to a next-to-leading-logarithmic (NLL) treatment in the BFKL framework can modify significantly this picture.
